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Abstract. By a theorem of G.-C Rota, every (linear) operator T on a

Hubert space with spectral radius less than one is similar to the adjoint of

the unilateral shift S of infinite multiplicity restricted to an invariant

subspace. This theorem is shown to be true in a rather general context,

where S is multiplication by 2 on a Hubert space of functions analytic on an

open subset D of the complex plane, and T is an operator with spectrum

contained in D. A several-variable version for an TV-tuple of commuting

operators with a corollary concerning complete spectral sets is also pre-

sented.

1. Introduction. Some time ago, G.-C. Rota [11] showed that every (linear)

Hubert space operator T with spectral radius less than 1 is similar to the

restriction of the adjoint of the unilateral shift S (of infinite multiplicity) to a

suitable invariant subspace, and in this sense the unilateral shift is a "Univer-

sal Model" for such operators T. Later D. A. Herrero [10] and D. Voiculescu

[14] obtained an analogous result with T an operator with spectrum contained

in a "nice" bounded open subset D of the complex plane, and S multiplica-

tion by z on a certain Hubert space of functions analytic on D. D.N. Clark [7]

has obtained a several-variable version of the Rota theorem for N commuting

strict contractions. In this paper, by a relatively simple kernel function

argument similar to a technique appearing in work of C. A. Berger and B. I.

Shaw [3] and of R. G. Douglas and C. Pearcy [8], we generalize the above

results as follows:

Theorem 1. Let D be a bounded open subset of the complex plane. Let H be

a Hubert space of complex-valued functions on D (the vector space operations

being the usual point wise operations) such that

(1) each element f in H is analytic on D,

(2) for each w in D, evaluation at w (/—>f(w)) is a bounded linear functional

on H,

(3) the constant function 1 is in H, and

(4) the operator S: f(z) -» zf(z) is a bounded operator mapping H into itself.

For K a Hilbert space, let HK = H ® K (the induced Hubert space of

K-valued functions), and let SK = S <S> IK on HK. Then if T is an operator on K
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such that the spectrum o(T) of T is contained in D, then the adjoint of T is

similar to the adjoint of SK restricted to a suitable invariant subspace.

To state the next theorem, we recall a definition. If T = (Tx, . . . , TN) is an

TV-tuple of commuting operators on K, the joint spectrum o(T) of T is

defined to be the set of all TV-tuples w = (wx, . . . , wN) in QN such XnaX p(w)

belongs to the spectrum of p(T) for every multivariable polynomial p =

p(zy, . . . ,zN) [2].

Theorem 2. Let D = D, X ... X DN be a bounded poly open subset of QN

(i.e. each D, is open in Q,i = 1, . . . , TV) and suppose H is a Hubert space of

G-valued functions on D (the vector space operations the usual pointwise

operations) such that

(1) each element f in H is analytic on D,

(2) for each w = (wv . . . , wN) in D, evaluation at w (/-»/(w)) is a bounded

linear functional on H,

(3) the constant function 1 is in H, and

(4)forj = 1, . . . , TV, the operator Sy. f(zx, . . . , zN)^> z/(zx, . . . , zN) is a

bounded operator mapping H into itself.

For K a Hilbert space, let HK = H ® K and SKJ = Sj ® IK on HK

0=1,..., TV). Then if T = (Tx, . . . , TN) is an N-tuple of commuting opera-

tors on K such that a(T) c D, then T is similar to the adjoint of SK —

(SKX, . . . , SKN) restricted to a suitable invariant subspace; more precisely,

there is a bounded invertible map T from K onto a subspace of HK invariant

under S%d for eachj, such that S%¿T = VT*.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. Let D, H and K be as in the hypotheses of Theorem

1. By (2) and the Riesz-Fréchet theorem there is a reproducing kernel

function k(w,z), which, for each w in D, belongs to H as a function of z, and

has the reproducing property

(a) </, k(w, ■ ))H = f(w).

The computation, for/in H and w in D,

</, S*k(w, ■ )>„= (Sf, k(w, ■ ))H= wf(w) = </, wk(w, ■ ))H

shows

(b) S*k(w, ■ ) = wk(w, ■ )forwinD*(= {z: z ED}).

Since   k(w, z) = (k(w, ■ ), k(z, ■ ))H = <[k(z, ■ ), k(w,-)}H =k(z, w),

hypothesis (1) implies

(c) for each z in d, k(w, z) is analytic on D* as a function of w.

Since a(T) is a compact subset of the open set D, there is a curve C

contained in D, consisting of a finite number of rectifiable Jordan curves, and

containing o(T) in its interior. Then C* (the image of C under complex

conjugation) is a curve contained in D* and containing o(T*) in its interior.

By (c) we can define via the Riesz-Dunford functional calculus [7, VI1.3], for

each x in K, a Ti-valued function of z, (rx)(z) by
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(Tx)(z) = k(T*,z)x= if k(w, z)(wl - T*)~l dw\x

= f k(w,z)(wl - T*)'lxdw.
Jc*

Since ||^(w,-)||// = k(w, w) is continuous on D*, a compactness argument

gives supw(EC.\\k(w, ■ )\\H< oo. Similarly supweC.||(w/ - r*)_1|| < oo, and

hence,

\\Tx\\Hk<  sup \\k(w, -)\\H sup \\(wI-T*yl\\l(C*)\\x\\.
wGC* wGC*

Thus T is a bounded map of K into HK.

Next we show T is bounded below. By hypothesis (3), the constant function

1 G H; let a = \\l\\H > 0. For x in K, x = 1 <8> x is an element of //^ with

11*11*,- «11*11*-Then

(x,Tx)Hk= (x,fk(w, -)(wl- T*)~lxdw\

= f((wl- T)~'x,k(w, -)x)HKdw

= f{(wI-Tf1x,x)Kdw    by (a)

= (x, x)K   by the functional calculus for T.

Hence

11*11*- <*. Tx)Hk<\\x\\Hk\\Tx\\Hk= <*\\x\\k\\Tx\\Hk

or HTjcHj,  > « —1|| jc[| jg-, and hence T is bounded below.

Finally, we compute

TT*x = f k(w, ■ )(wl - T*)~\T*x)dw

= J   wk(w, • )(wl — T*)~ x dw — I   k(w, ■ )x dw
Jc* Jc*

= f wk(w, ■ )(wl - T*)~lx dw   by (c)
Jc*

= f (S*k(w, ■ ))(wl - T*)~lx dw   by (b)
Jc*

= S¿Tx.

Hence Ran T is invariant under SjJ, and T* is similar to 5£| Ran T via T.

3.  Proof of Theorem  2.  Let  D,  H,  K,  T = (T„ . . ., 7^) and 5 =

(Si, . . . , SN) be as in the statement of Theorem 2. Just as before, for each

w = (wu . . . , wN) in D, there is a reproducing kernel function k(w, z) (w =

(wv . . ., wN)) which belongs to H as a function of z and satisfies

(a) for/in H, w in D, </, fe(w,-)>Ä - /(w),
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(b) S*k(w, ■ ) = Wjk(w, ■ ) for w in D*, and

(c) for each z in D, k(w, z) is analytic on D* as a function of w.

For À = (À!, . . . , Àjv) in QN, let w,: À -» À, be the projection onto the z'th

coordinate. An elementary argument [2, p. 275] shows that ir¡(o(T)) = o(T¡).

Since D = D{X ■ ■ ■ X DN is polyopen and a(T) c D, it follows that a(T¡)

C D,. Let 6, be a curve contained in D, consisting of finitely many rectifiable

Jordan curves and containing a(T¡) in its interior. Define T: K -» HK by

Tx= f   ...  f k(w, ■ )(wNI - T*)~l ... (wj - T*y'x dw{... dwN
Jc%     Jcr

The proof that T is bounded, bounded below, and that TT* = S%jT (i =

1, . . . , TV) now proceeds exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.

4. Examples. In this section we collect several examples of open sets D and

corresponding spaces H satisfying conditions (l)-(4) of Theorem 1 or of

Theorem 2.

Example 1. Let D be a bounded domain of 6 and let H be the space of

single-valued functions / analytic on D with modulus square-integrable with

respect to area measure://fl|/(z)|2 dx dy < oo. The verification of hypothesis

(2) follows by an argument involving Taylor series [4, p. 5]; the others follow

easily. For the case where D is the unit disk, the associated operator 5: f(z)

—» zf(z) is the Bergman shift, and the kernel function k(w, z) is given by

tt-'O - wz)~2.

Example 2. Let D be a bounded domain in Q whose boundary consists of

a finite number of nonintersecting, analytic Jordan curves and let ju be any

measure supported on 3D which is boundedly mutually absolutely continuous

with respect to arc-length measure on 3D. Let H be the closure of Rat(D)

(rational functions with poles off of D) in the space L2(/x). An application of

the Cauchy integral formula enables one to verify (1) and (2) for (D, H) [4,

pp. 77-78], and (3) and (4) follow easily. This is essentially the situation

considered by Herrero [10]. The corresponding operator S, for special choices

of (D, H), has been studied by Sarason [12] and Abrahamse and Douglas [1],

When D is the unit disk and ft is arc-length measure on 3D, S is the unilateral

shift and the kernel function k(w, z) is equal to (1 - vvz)-1. In this case the

map T in the proof of Theorem 1 specializes to that originally used by Rota

[11].
The above construction works equally well with H chosen to be the closure

of the polynomials in L2( ju).

Example 3. Let D be arbitrary bounded domain in Q. We show that there

is a measure /x with support contained in 3D, such that, if H is the closure of

Rat(D) in L2(p), (D, H) satisfies (l)-(4). The argument again works equally

with H chosen to be the closure of the ploynomials in L2( ¡u). The techniques

are adapted from the work of Brennan [6].

Let t be some fixed point in D. By the maximum modulus theorem,

evaluation at / is a bounded linear functional on Rat(D) as a subspace of
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C(3£>) (continuous functions on dD with sup norm), and hence, by the

Hahn-Banach theorem and Riesz representation theorem, there is a measure

jti supported on 9Z) such that

f(t)=ff(z)dp(z)   forall/inRat(D).

Let H be the closure of Rat(Z)) in L2( ju)-norm, and let us say, for w a point in

D, "w is a bounded evaluation" if evaluation at w is a bounded linear

functional on Rat(Z)) in L2( ju)-norm.

Since |/(0| < I\f(z)\ dp.(z) < ||/||L2(/i) for / in Rat(D), t is a bounded

evaluation. The operator S of multiplication by z on H is subnormal with

minimal normal extension N equal to multiplication by z on L2( p), which has

spectrum o(N) C dD. Since (S - tI)H is in the kernel of the nontrivial

bounded linear functional /-»/(r) on H, S - ti is not onto, and hence

/ G o(S). By a result of Bram [5, Theorem 4], it follows that D c o(S).

Let w G D and suppose w is not a bounded evaluation. Let g be any

functionjn L2(¡i) such that ¡fg dp = 0 for all/in H. Then, in particular, for/

in Rat(D), (f(z) - f(w))/(z - w) is also in Rat(Z)), and hence

or

(•) //« ^ +M - /<") / T=^ d^-

Since g(z)(z - w)"1 G L2(/x) (w is away from supp p) and w is not a

bounded evaluation, it follows that f[g(z)/(z - w)] dfi(z) = 0. Hence

(z - w)_1G H.

But this implies that multiplication by (z - w)_1 is a bounded inverse for

(S - w) on //", contradicting that w G a(S). Hence to each point w in D

there corresponds a bounded linear functional Xw on H such that /(w) =

A^COforall/inRatti)).
To show that/(w) = X„(f) is analytic on D for each/ in //, it suffices to

show (via a normal family argument) that ||AJ| is uniformly bounded on

compact subsets of D. This will follow if we show that, for any w0 in D, ||\J|

is uniformly bounded for w in some neighborhood of w0. For wQ in D, an

argument above gives (z - w0)~l g H. Hence there exists a g G L2(ii) such

that ¡fg dp = 0 for all f in H but /(z - w0)-1g(z) fi?/x(z) = 1. Then for/ in

Rat(Z)), w in D, (*) holds. But for w sufficiently close to w0,

\f(z - w)~[gdp>I    and    ||(--vv)-'g||L2(M)<2||(z-w0)-1g|L2(ii).

Hence, (*) implies
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|/(")| = {J(z- wy'gd^   f(z-w)-lgfdp

Hence (1) and (2) follow for (D, H). Properties (3) and (4) are trivial.

Example 4. For D a (not necessarily connected) bounded open set ç6,a

space H corresponding to D can be constructed as follows. Let {D,}f=1 (TV

finite or oo ) be a listing of the components of D, and let H¡ be a space

associated with D, as in any of the preceding examples. Let H be the space of

functions analytic on D such that/ =/|D, is in H¡ for all i, with \\f\\2H =

2||/||2Wi/2'||l||//j < oo. Then it is easily verified that (D, H) satisfies (l)-(4).

In all of the above examples, the associated operator S has been subnor-

mal. Examples of spaces (D,H) such that the associated S is not subnormal

can be obtained by considering the H2(ß) and L2(ß) spaces associated with

a nonsubnormal weighted shift operator, as discussed by Shields [13].

Examples where D is a polyopen subset of QN, TV > 1, can be obtained by

tensoring any combination of the above single-variable examples. The sim-

plest example is obtained by taking D equal to the unit polydisk, p the

measure on the distinguished boundary equal to the TV-fold Cartesian product

of linear Lebesgue measure on the unit circle and H the closure of the

polynomials in L2(p). In this case, the kernel function k(w, z) is equal to

(1 - tv,z2)_I . . . (1 - wNzN)~l, and the similarity mapping V in the proof of

Theorem 2 is the same as that given by Clark [7].

5. Complete spectral sets. Recall, for T = (Tx, . . . , TN), an TV-tuple of

commuting operators on a Hubert space K, a compact set X <Z QN is called a

spectral set for T if X contains o(T) and ||/(T)|| < sup{|/(z)|: z E X) for

every / in Rat^). The related but stronger notion of complete spectral set is

defined in [2], where Arveson shows that a necessary and sufficient condition

for A' to be a complete spectral set for T is that a(T) C X and that T have a

normal dilation TV = (TV,, . . ., TV^) (i.e., the TV,'s are commuting normal

operators defined on a larger space K' such that r(T) = PKr(N)\K for all

r e Rat(X)) with a(TV) cdX. Using this result and Theorem 2, we obtain

Corollary. Let T = (Tx, . . . , TN) be an TV-tuple of commuting operators

on a Hilbert space K, and let D = D, X • • • X DN be a polyopen set contain-

ing o(T). Then D is a complete spectral set for an TV-tuple T' = (T[, . . . , T^)

of commuting operators similar to T.

Proof. For /' = 1.TV, let w, be a measure supported on 3D,., such that,

if Hi is the closure of Rat(D¡) in L2(p,), (D¡, H¡) satisfies (l)-(4) in Theorem 1.

(This can be arranged by combining Example 3 with Example 4.) Let u be the

measure px X — X ¡xN supported on 3D, X • • • X dDN and let H be the

closure of Rat(D) in L2(p). Then (D, H) satisfies (\)-(4) in the statement of

Theorem 2. Since a (T) Ç D, Theorem 2 implies that T is similar to T', where

7" is the compression of 5^ to some ""-invariant subspace. From this repre-
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sentation, it is clear that 7" has normal dilation TV = (Nx, . . . , NN) consisting

of multiplication by the coordinate functions on L2(p) ® K. Since

suppjti c dD, we have a(N) c dD, and hence D is a complete spectral set for

7".

The author wishes to thank Professors Robert F. Olin and James E.

Thomson for their contributions toward the construction of Example 3.
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